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Abstract We present a novel unified framework for simu-
lating burning phenomena of thin-shell objects such as pa-
per, cloth, etc. A gradient-based spreading model is pro-
posed to simulate the movement of fire on thin-shell ob-
jects. To simulate the crumpling and deformation of thin-
shell objects when burning, we present an FFD-based de-
formation model which takes the physical theory of burning
phenomena into account. The fire is rendered by the method
of particle systems. By inputting different parameters and
initial conditions, our framework can simulate various burn-
ing phenomena of different thin-shell objects. Experiments
validate that it is efficient and easy to implement.
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1 Introduction

Although much work has been done on simulation of fluid
phenomena such as fire, water, smoke, explosion, etc., rela-
tively little attention has been paid to modeling and render-
ing of the coupling of fluid with objects. One reason may be
the complex physical mechanisms of these phenomena. Re-
alistic simulation of objects’ burning is now attracting more
and more attention around the world, with wide applications,
such as computer games, special effects, disaster prevention,
etc.

Simulation of object burning encompasses many aspects
such as modeling of fire, modeling of fire spreading, model-
ing of the crumpling and deformation of objects, etc. Among
previous works focused on fire simulation, few have simu-
lated fire spreading and deformation of objects which are
indispensable parts of burning phenomena. Paper, cloth, etc.
are all inflammable objects. They do not contain an interior
region and we call them thin-shell objects. It is well known
that thin-shell objects will crumple and deform largely when
burning. On the other hand, the deformation will also influ-
ence the spreading of fire on thin-shell objects. So, how to
model the above physical process realistically is a challenge
for computer graphics researchers.

This paper proposes a unified simulation framework of
burning phenomena for thin-shell objects. The main contri-
butions of this work can be described as follows:

• A gradient-based spreading model is proposed to simulate
the movement of fire on thin-shell objects.

• An FFD (Free-Form Deformation) based deformation
method is designed to model the deformation of various
thin-shell objects when they are burning.

• As far as we know, it is the first attempt to simulate
burning phenomena of thin-shell objects under a unified
framework.
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• Our system is easy to implement. By inputting different
physical parameters, different burning scenes can be pro-
duced automatically. This includes potential applications
in computer games, special effects, and so on.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we give a
brief survey of related work. Then we propose a gradient-
based fire spreading model in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes
the deformation model of burning thin-shell objects. The im-
plementation and rendering results are discussed in Sect. 5.
Conclusions and future works conclude the paper.

2 Related work

In recent years, there has been a large amount of research
on simulating fluid phenomena such as fire, smoke, water,
etc. [1–4]. Most of this work is devoted to simulating fluid
itself. Relative little attention has been paid to simulation of
the interactions between fluids and objects.

Two-way coupled methods simulate the interaction ef-
fects of fluid and solid objects, for example, an explosion’s
damage to a wall, floating objects in water, etc. Yngve et al.
[5] proposed a method for simulation of explosion and its
damage to environmental objects. The motion of blow wave
was expressed by compressible Navier–Stokes (NS) equa-
tions. Carlson et al. [6] presented a method for simulation
of two-way interaction between rigid objects and fluids. In
their method, they first resolve the occupied area by fluid,
and then the rigidity and rigid motion are enforced by apply-
ing deformation-free constraints. The results were wonder-
ful. However, their method was too complex when handling
thin objects. Guendelman et al. [7] improved the method.
They addressed the two-way interaction between fluids and
rigid thin shells. Liu et al. [8] proposed a Graphics Process-
ing Unit (GPU) based method to simulate interaction be-
tween fluids and objects with complex boundaries.

The above methods mainly focus on gas–solid or liquid–
solid systems. Unfortunately, no model was suitable for
modeling burning phenomena of thin-shell objects such as
paper, cloth, etc.

Modeling fire is also important in a burning scene. There
are two categories for simulation of fire, heuristically based
methods and physically based methods. Early researches
mainly belong to the former. Reeves [9] adopted particle
systems to simulated fire. By controlling the motion of the
fire particles, they can get different shapes of fire realisti-
cally. Pakeshi et al. [10] proposed a fire model based on
the theory of Cellular Automata. They supposed that the
fire consists of some simple cellular automaton. By com-
bining the automata differently, they can animate the mo-
tion of fire. For the latter, Nguyen et al. [11] presented a fire
model based on Navier–Stokes equations. They defined the
fire front as a moving boundary and used a level set method

to capture very complex motion of the fire. Just recently,
Hong et al. [12] simulated interesting fire features such as
the flame wrinkling and cellular patterns based DSD (Det-
onation Shock Dynamics) framework. There is also some
work about explosion [13, 14], a special kind of fire burn-
ing. Physically based methods can simulate fire more realis-
tically, but they will cost more in computation time.

However, only a few works in the field of computer
graphics concern the simulation of burning phenomena.
Losasso et al. [15] modeled burning objects using remesh-
ing. This method cannot model fine scale decomposition
structures. Melek et al. [16–18] implemented a simple
model for simulation of the decomposition of burning ob-
jects using a level set method. Although these methods can
simulate one kind of burning phenomenon, they cannot be
applied to other burning objects easily. Also, none of these
simulate the fire spreading on thin-shell objects, which will
affect the temperature field of the fire and further largely
affect the deformation of objects. In this paper, we propose
a novel unified framework for simulating burning phenom-
ena of thin-shell objects. We can simulate the spreading of
fire on objects realistically. Our method will also capture the
fine scale deformation of thin-shell objects when they are
burning.

3 Fire spreading model

When thin-shell objects are burning, fire will spread through
them according to the material properties of objects, wind
force, etc. The spreading route and velocity of fire depend
on the geometry and material properties of objects. On the
other hand, the spreading of fire will affect the distribution
of temperature and thus affect the deformation of objects.
So, it is very important to model the fire spreading. Below
we propose a gradient-based fire spreading model.

3.1 Spreading of the ignition point

In our method, the thin-shell object is divided into N × N

cells. Figure 1 shows a part of the cells. Each cell has three
states: burning, burnt and unburnt. Once a cell catches fire,
it becomes a burning cell which is called an ignition point.
Each ignition point has several attribute values, for example,
initial time of catching fire, time interval for burning. After
that definite time interval, the cell will become a burnt cell.

Fig. 1 Sketch map of the
spreading of an ignition point
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Fig. 2 Spreading of fire on a
piece of paper

Provided that a cell has become a burning cell, fire will
spread from it to the adjacent cells at a certain spreading
speed. In Fig. 1, the red cell represents a burning cell and
others are the so-called adjacent cells. We can get the initial
time of catching fire of the adjacent cells by calculating the
sum of the initial time of the ignition point and the spreading
time. If the initial time of catching fire is earlier than the
current time, this adjacent cell will become a burning cell.

A fringe cell is a burning cell where at least one of its
adjacent cells is not a burning or a burnt cell. In each calcu-
lation time step, we will find all the fringe cells and use them
to update the spreading of fire. Figure 2 shows the spreading
of fire on a piece of paper. The black part and the red part
denote the burnt cells and the fringe cells, respectively.

3.2 Calculation of the spreading speed

The spreading speed of a fire from an ignition point to its
adjacent cells depends on many factors, e.g. the gradient of
the geometry, the material of different thin-shell objects. We
calculate it by the following equation:

V = V0 · (1 − Cv · grad2), (1)

where V0 is a constant which is related to the material of a
different object, Cv is a coefficient of spread and grad is the
gradient of the burning area.

4 Deformation model of burning thin-shell objects

During the burning of thin-shell objects, gas will be re-
leased, followed by loss of water, decomposition and ad-
ditional structural changes of the objects. Although these
changes are minor, their accumulation results in a consid-
erable change in ways of bending or crumpling of thin-shell
objects [16]. The difference of the amount of heat between
two faces of thin-shell objects causes an imbalance which
leads to the deformation. We propose a novel deformation
model of thin-shell objects based on the above physical the-
ory.

4.1 Method of controlling deformation

FFD is an important tool in geometric design and anima-
tion. In FFD, a geometric model is enclosed within a lattice
of control vertexes. Any point on the model with Cartesian
coordinates in world space has corresponding coordinates
in lattice space. When the control vertexes are changed, the
Cartesian coordinates of the model are re-computed [19].
Besides the FFD, there are also many other methods for de-
formation simulation. Terzopoulos et al. [20] developed de-
formable models based on the mechanical laws of contin-
uous bodies. Baraff et al. [21] proposed a cloth animation
system which can stably take large time steps.
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Fig. 3 The FFD control mesh of thin-shell objects

Rather than modeling the actual chemical process, we
propose a simplified model based on the FFD method to
mimic similar behavior. Figure 3 shows the control mesh
of thin-shell objects. It also deforms when thin-shell objects
are burning. The red points are the control vertexes which
divide the thin-shell objects into different areas. Each con-
trol vertex is in charge of one of the above areas.

We map the property parameters such as the amount of
pyrolysis, the amount of heat, etc., of each cell onto adja-
cent couples of the FFD control vertexes. Here, pyrolysis is
a chemical process in which thin-shell objects will be con-
verted by heat to one or more other products. A couple of
the FFD control vertexes has a meaning of the two control
vertexes on the top face and bottom face of the control mesh,
which are in charge of the same area of a thin-shell object.
The difference of pyrolysis and heat mapped onto one cou-
ple of control points determines the deformation amount of
the area represented by that couple of control points. Then
we can animate the position of each cell of a thin-shell ob-
ject by changing the position of its corresponding control
points.

4.2 Influence factors of deformation

The main factors that determine the deformation of thin-
shell objects during burning are: the influence of fire parti-
cles’ heat on the control vertex and the influence of ignition
point on the control vertexes.

(1) Influence of fire particles’ heat
The fire is modeled by classical particle systems. The
heat will be given off from each fire particle when burn-
ing. The amount of heat depends on the temperature of
each particle. The heat from each fire particle results in
a local imbalance of the temperature, and thus leads to
the deformation of the thin-shell object.

As shown in Fig. 4, suppose that the distance from a
particle A to a control vertex B is d , the amount of heat
received by control point at B in each time step can be
calculated by the following equation:

T = Ct · Tcurrent · 1/
(
4 · Pi · (d + dmin)2) · dt, (2)

Fig. 4 Sketch map of a
particle’s emitting heat

where Ct is a constant coefficient, Tcurrent denotes the
current temperature of the fire particle. dmin is a min-
imum distance. The total amount of heat received by a
control vertex is the sum of heat amount received from
each particle.

(2) Influence of ignition points
The ignition points will affect the pyrolysis amount of
the areas mapped onto control vertexes. The pyrolysis
amount P mapped onto a control point can be obtained
by the following equation:

P = Cp · 1/dis, (3)

where Cp is the pyrolysis coefficient, dis denotes the
distance from the ignition point to the control vertex.
We can see that the amount of pyrolysis is in inverse
ratio to dis. T and P will determine the deformation D

of thin-shell objects together. We discuss this below.

4.3 Calculation of the deformation

Because of an imbalance caused by the differences of P

and T between control vertexes of a couple, the area of thin-
shell objects which is operated on by these control vertexes
will bend and crumple. We first map P and T of the top face
and bottom face of thin-shell objects onto a couple of control
vertexes. Then we can use differences of P and T between
control vertexes of this couple to compute the amount of de-
formation.

We express the bend and crumple of thin-shell objects by
letting the adjacent areas rotate around the area where defor-
mation occurs. For each control vertex where deformation
occurs, we first select a line crossing this control vertex and
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Fig. 5 Convert the amount of rotation D to a force

parallel to X or Y axis. Then we let the control adjacent ver-
texes perpendicular to this line rotate by it. The rotation an-
gle is used to represent the amount of deformation D. Sup-
pose that i and j are control vertexes of one couple, then the
deformation Di,j of the relevant area operated on by them
can be computed as follows:

DT i,j = �Ti − �Tj , (4)

DP i,j = �Pi − �Pj , (5)

Di,j = αDT i,j + βDP i,j , (6)

where Ti and Pi denote the amount of heat and pyrolysis
mapped onto the control vertex i, respectively. Tj and Pj

denote the amount of heat and pyrolysis mapped onto the
control vertex j , respectively. α and β are deformation co-
efficients.

To calculate the deformation efficiently, we convert the
rotated amount to a force which is called the crumple force.
Then we use it to change the control vertex’s position.

Figure 5(a) shows a control vertex A rotate by the crum-
ple area O to a new position B . This process is as if the
control vertex moves from A to B along line AB under a
constant force �Fcrump. By the physical theory, we can get
the following equations:

�Fcrump = mass · �a, (7)

|AB| = 1

2
�a · dt2, (8)

where mass is the mass of the area of thin-shell objects
mapped onto the control vertex, �a is the acceleration and dt

is the time step. By the rotation amount D, we can compute
|AB|. Then �Fcrump can be obtained by (7) and (8).

Besides the crumple force, the other forces mapped onto
the control vertexes also include gravity, buoyant force and
inner forces which are caused by the deformation. We ex-
press them by the following equations:

�F(i, j) = �Finner(i, j) + �Fouter(i, j), (9)

�Finner(i, j) = �Fcrump(i, j) + �Fspring(i, j), (10)

�Fouter(i, j) = �Fbuoyant(i, j) + �Fgravity + �Fdamping(i, j), (11)

where �Fouter(i, j) denotes the outer force, �Fbuoyant(i, j) is
the buoyant force, �Fgravity is the gravity, R is the set of all

couples linking to vertex (i, j). �Fspring(i, j) denotes the ten-
sion linking (i, j) and (k, l). �Fdamping(i, j) is the damping
force which can be expressed as the following:

�Fdamping(i, j) = −Cdamping · �V (i, j), (12)

where Cdamping is a damping coefficient, and �V (i, j) is the
velocity of (i, j).

�Fspring(i, j) is composed of structure force, shear force
and flexible force which are related to the structure coeffi-
cient Kstructure, the shear coefficient Kshear and the flexible
coefficient Kflex, respectively [22].

Now we exert the above forces on the control vertexes to
change their positions. Let (i, j) represent a control vertex,
�V0(i, j), and �Pos0(i, j) denote the initial velocity and posi-
tion of this control vertex, respectively. After a time step, the
new velocity �V (i, j) and position �Pos(i, j) can be updated
by the following equations:

�F(i, j) = mass(i, j) · �a(i, j), (13)

�V (i, j) = �V0(i, j) + �a(i, j) · dt, (14)

�Pos(i, j) = �Pos0(i, j) + �V (i, j) · dt + 1

2
· �a(i, j) · dt, (15)

Fig. 6 A contrast of the deformation effect between our method and
that of [17]
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Table 1 The parameters and their values in our experiment

Figure mass V0 Cp Cdamping Kstructure Kshear Kflex

Fig. 8 0.45 3.5 1.0 1.7 0.05 0.05 0.05

Fig. 9 1.45 4.0 0.8 2.5 0.3 0.01 0.04

Fig. 10 10.45 3.5 1.0 1.7 0.5 0.01 0.001

Fig. 11 6.45 4.0 0.8 2.5 0.01 0.01 0.01

Fig. 12 1.45 4.0 0.8 2.5 0.3 0.01 0.04

where �F(i, j) is the force exerted on the control vertex
(i, j), �a(i, j) denotes the acceleration of the control vertex
(i, j).

Figure 6 shows the contrast of the deformation effect of a
piece of paper when burning, between our method and that
of [17]. Melek et al. used the amount of deformation D of
each control vertex to estimate the position of all the other
control vertexes affected by it. In fact, the deformation oc-
curring in one area only affects its neighboring areas, and
the deformation of other areas is mainly caused by the inner
forces. In our method, we exert D of each control vertex on
a couple of control vertexes which is adjacent to it and per-
pendicular to the chosen rotation axis. In Fig. 6(a) we can
see that Melek’s method may lead to overstretching of the
corner areas, like the part in the red rectangle. Our method
can solve the overstretching problem very well, as is shown
in Fig. 6(b).

5 Implementation and rendering results

Based on the above model, we have generated various burn-
ing scenes of thin-shell objects for different kinds of paper
and cloth. All simulations were run on a Pentium IV with
3.0 G RAM, nVidia 7800 display card. The thin-shell ob-
ject is divided into 128 × 128 cells. The rendering rates are
about 10 frames per second. The meaningful parameters of
the different examples are gathered in Table 1.

Figure 7 shows the contrast between our simulation re-
sults and a real photograph. Figure 8 illustrates burning
scenes of a piece of paper. We can see from Fig. 8 that a
paper is crumpling and bending while the fire is spreading.
On the other hand, the deformation of a paper also affects
the spreading route of the fire. Figure 9 shows the simula-
tion sequence of cloth burning. As the density of cloth is
larger than that of paper, we can see from Fig. 9 that the
cloth is sinking when burning. The deformation of cloth is
also different from that of a paper, which is determined by
their structure and physical properties. By changing some
parameters, we can also generate burning scenes of different
thin-shell objects. Figures 10 and 11 show burning scenes
of thin-shell objects made of different materials. Figure 10

Fig. 7 A contrast between our simulation results and the real photo-
graph

depicts the burning scene of a piece of paper with hard ma-
terial; Fig. 11, the burning sequence of a piece of cloth made
of silk. Figure 12 shows a burning scene of a curtain under
the action of wind forces. The wind is blowing from the back
of the curtain. The wind forces are considered as the outer
force in (9). When the wind forces are mapped onto each
control vertex, we can simulate the motion of cloth under
the wind field. The method for calculating wind forces can
be found in [23, 24].
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Fig. 8 Simulation sequences of
paper burning

Fig. 9 Simulation sequences of
cloth burning
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Fig. 10 Simulation sequences of hard paper burning

Fig. 11 Simulation sequences of silk cloth burning

6 Conclusions and future works

We have proposed a framework for simulating burning
phenomena of thin-shell objects such as paper, cloth, etc.
As far as we know, this is the first attempt to simulate
burning phenomena of thin-shell objects under a unified

framework. Our method can simulate the fire spreading

and the deformation of thin-shell objects realistically. The

simulation framework is easy to implement. By inputting

different parameters, burning scenes of thin-shell objects

made of different materials can be generated automati-

cally.
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Fig. 12 Burning of a piece of curtain under the action of wind force

Since the method adopts a FFD-based method to simu-
late the deformation of thin-shell objects, some details of
crumpling may be lost. It should be possible to integrate the
recent mesh deformation method such as Laplacian coordi-
nates, etc., to our framework.

Another possible enhancement lies in the acceleration of
the rendering. By using modern GPUs, the rendering will
be further accelerated. Thus, simulation of more complex
burning phenomena such as fire disaster may be possible,
which is also a part of our future work. Our future work
will also include simulation of coupling between other fluids
such as water, and dynamic objects.
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